
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Art & Design/Design Technology: Children will draw 
a variety of underwater sea creatures using a variety 
of materials. We will be creating large coral reefs and 
sea creatures that live among them, including 
octopus and a variety of fish. We will be designing 
and creating our own sea vessels, be it a ship or a 
submarine and then testing our vessels to see if they 
float. 

Science: Children will learn about and investigate the world 
beneath the ocean ceiling. They will sort and categorize 
different under water sea creatures using a range of criteria. 
They will explore the habitat of the ocean and begin to 
investigate why fish and underwater creatures cannot survive 
out of the water. We will explore why fish have gills and how 
they can breathe underwater. The children will then investigate 
which objects float and sink and why this might happen.   

 

Blue Abyss 

Geography: Children will look at and explore 
the Great Barrier Reef and link this 
knowledge into their descriptions of Finding 
Nemo.  We will explore the different 
textures of the reef and why particular 
animals live in these beautiful places.  

Maths: Children will be learning the concept of sharing equally 
between 2 and 3, which will then lead onto division and division 
calculations. We will be looking at how to divide by grouping equally 
and sharing equally. We will then move onto looking at numbers up to 
40 and 100, to deepen our understanding of place value, number 
recognition and 1:1 correspondence. Some children will then be 
applying this knowledge to word problems and SATs style questions.  
We will continue the term by looking at volume and capacity and then 
space.  

English: Children will be looking at the stories: The Snail and the Whale and 
The Rainbow Fish. The children will also be looking at the movie Finding 
Nemo to create amazing character descriptions. This term we will focusing on 
nouns, adjectives, verbs, forming simple and complex sentences and 
organising our work into paragraphs. Some children will be learning and 
applying the next stage of their phonics, including phase 4 sounds and using 
this knowledge to learn new spellings and independently writing their name 
and simple noun phrases.  

RE:  Children will learn about the creation story and its 
place in the big story of the bible. They will be 
familiarised with how Christians believe that God 
provides everything we need to survive. We will think 
about how to take care of our world and what an 
amazing world it is. 

PSHE: 
Children will 
be learning 
about how to 
look after 
others and 
how to make 
school a 
better place. 

Physical development: Children will be learning about 
safety and space awareness! The children will take part in 
sensory P.E designed to enhance their co-ordination and 
understanding of movement.  

Blue Abyss 

Grab your wetsuit. We’re going deep into an underwater world of incredible coral and mysterious sea creatures.  

 


